Transform with every detail.
Royal® Trim and Mouldings are 100% cellular PVC. Here's why that's 1000% wonderful. It differentiates exteriors with all of wood’s looks but none of its rotting, peeling, splitting or cracking. It’s versatile enough to work with all kinds of architectural styles, is moisture and termite proof and comes ready to install direct to masonry or below grade.

Now for the fun part: using this brochure to explore PVC trim we've designed to specifically match popular home styles. See how they bring a variety of those home styles to life. Along the way, get answers to frequently asked questions.
PVC trim helps define architectural style while breathing new life into and complementing any exterior. Use our trim to accent any home and you’ll be fully realizing its true personality and essential curb appeal—from Modern to Cape to Colonial to Craftsman. While our trim is not available in kits, you can put them together to form everything from door and window surrounds to columns and brackets. Preview the perfect match with our trim visualizer.

Pair window and door trim styles to the right home styles with our virtual design tool. Visit royalbuildingproducts.com/trim-visualizer.

It’s more than additional. It’s essential.
Breathtaking form.
Commendable function.

HOME STYLE
MODERN

- Long horizontal lines create a gracefully functional, industrial look
- A modest amount of ornamental expression leads to clean trim surround options
- Geometric shapes stand out by conforming to the simple details that define the Modern style
- Colors are subdued and make ideal backdrops for eye-popping, sleek trim designs

TRIM STYLE
PRAIRIE

Modern architecture is about function and flow, and Prairie trim accentuates that look with slight overhangs.

TRIM STYLE
CONTEMPORARY

Picture-framed dynamics make this trim the perfect accent to the modern home style’s simple, clean lines.
Simple, symmetrical and irresistible.

HOME STYLE
CAPE

- Originating in New England, Capes were built to withstand the stormy, stark weather often experienced in this coastal area
- Front doors and dormers are two major focal points
- Drawing from colonial designs and architected with simplicity and symmetry in mind with a central front door surrounded by windows
- Touches of textured siding like shake and trim are the perfect accents to this unassuming design

TRIM STYLE
AMERICANA
American brick mould enlivens any Cape exterior while giving the windows a picture-perfect frame.

TRIM STYLE
VINEYARD
This trim style truly accentuates the Cape home’s charming practicality and homespun appeal.
Grand entrances are expected. And respected.

HOME STYLE

COLONIAL

• A symmetrical façade, but may have side porches or sunrooms on either or both sides
• Rectangular mass
• 1-2+ stories
• Usually a medium-pitch roof, side-gable, narrow eaves
• Double-hung windows with correctly proportioned shutters, bay windows
• The entrance is centered brick and wood clapboard is the most common siding
• Other design elements may include classical columns

TRIM STYLE

SOUTHERN

Take the formal presence of the Georgian style and turn it up with this decorative moulding.

TRIM STYLE

GEORGIAN

Simplicity and detail rule with this trim style’s Williamsburg casing and distinguishing characteristics.

TRIM STYLE

SOUTHERN

A 7216
Williamsburg Casing

B 7717
Sill Nose

A 7960
Crown

B 7834
1x4 S4S Trimboard

C 7836
1x8 S4S Trimboard

D 7717
Sill Nose
Distinguished by modest scale. And attention to detail.

**HOME STYLE**

**CRAFTSMAN**

- Low-pitched roof lines, gabled or hipped roof
- Deeply overhanging eaves
- Exposed rafters or decorative brackets under eaves
- Front porch beneath extension of main roof
- Tapered, square columns supporting roof
- 4-over-1 or 6-over-1 double-hung windows
- Frank Lloyd Wright design motifs
- Hand-crafted stone or woodwork
- Mixed materials throughout structure

**TRIM STYLE**

**ARTS AND CRAFTS**

The Arts and Crafts trim style is trimmed at an angle to create effortless transitions and picturesque shadow lines.

**TRIM STYLE**

**BUNGALOW**

This trim header’s small overhang makes a big impression and helps define the Craftsman and Bungalow-style home.
Comforting simplicity. Enter its embrace.

HOME STYLE
FARMHOUSE

• Asymmetrical massing with a gable at the front of the house
• 1-2+ stories
• Intersecting gable roofs
• Wraparound porches
• Open floor plan with central chimney
• Simple detailing

TRIM STYLE
COASTAL

Coastal trim distinguishes itself with a wide header and jamb. More modern and less ornamental than Highlands trim.

TRIM STYLE
HIGHLANDS

A larger header with a traditional rams crown that extends past the jamb lends this trim style its country flair.
The best of most worlds.

HOME STYLE
ECLECTIC

• Features a variety of different design elements
• Fits well into more than one style category
• Essential style established by a predominance of elements like shape, roof pitch and type, and symmetry (or asymmetry). Ornamentation and other decorative characteristics further differentiate architecture.

TRIM STYLE
VILLAGE
A tastefully decorative backband highlights the simple, modest presence of this window surround.

TRIM STYLE
DESIGNER
Windows and doors with excess space around the opening are well suited to this trim design’s dramatic embellishments.
Reveals every home’s identity.
Add home-defining detail and longevity while subtracting maintenance with our Royal S4S Trimboard, Conceal™ Beaded Planking, Decorative Mouldings, Trimboard Sheet Stock and Garage Door Trim. They make a great stage-setting addition to every part of an exterior, complementing virtually every home and siding style.
Architectural Designs
Royal PVC Trim lets you create charming, old-world features with modern materials. Essentially, you get the subtle designs of wood brackets, and even more intricate trellis details, with none of the maintenance.

Columns
Wrap real charismatic curb appeal around support beams. Use our PVC trim to customize column pedestal bases, decorative side panels and tapered columns.
S4S Trimboard
This is trimboard at its smoothest, most versatile and most durable. It trims a home in every way imaginable, its four-sided finished PVC material resists dirt buildup and is backed by a lifetime warranty. Plus its “true square” edges make for cleaner installations.

Conceal Beaded Planking
Part of our S4S Conceal Trim System, our beaded planking elegantly decorates porch ceilings or interior walls and works its curb appeal magic with virtually every kind of exterior material.
Hidden Fastener System
Using a pocket hole drill system, you can create window and door surrounds with zero exposed fasteners for a clean, finished look. As a final touch, attach Royal Trim Elements with the Starborn Pro Plug System or Cortex Hidden Fasteners.

Garage Door Trim
Our maintenance-free garage door weatherseal, jambs and brick moulds add design presence to garages while protecting them from the elements. Available in 21 colors (and counting) and a wealth of profiles.
How do I clean and remove scratches?
If the scratches are not too deep, you can use Windex and Mr. Clean MAGIC ERASER® (or Scotch-Brite® Non-Scratch Scrub Sponge). Apply the cleaner. Using the eraser or sponge, rub in circular and up-and-down motions until scratches are buffed out. This takes some time depending on the severity of the scratches. You can also use Turtle Wax® Rubbing Compound to remove surface scratches. Make sure you clean your trim product after buffing out the scratches.

There are many cleaners on the market that will work for cleaning PVC:
- Windex® 409 Glass and Surface Cleaner®
- Spic & Span Cinch®
- Fantastik All-Purpose®
- Fantastik Orange Action® Regency® (Glass and Surface)
- Clorox Clean-Up®
- Glass Plus®
- Fantastik Oxy Power Multi-Purpose Cleaner®
- DeckMAX®
- M1 House Wash®
- LA’s Totally Awesome® All-Purpose Cleaner

Does cellular PVC trim or cellular PVC in general require painting?
Painting is not required for cellular PVC trim. But like any cellular PVC product, it will weather over time and painting will help maintain color consistency for many years.

Our cellular trim products are ready for painting and require very little preparation. There are several paint manufacturers that will warranty their coating products on cellular PVC trim for 20 years or more.

Our Warranty does not cover painted finishes or coating applied to our cellular PVC trim by the original purchaser or any third party.

If I do paint, what type of paint should I use?
For white or light colors, we recommend a high-quality, 100% acrylic latex paint developed for TRIM. There are paint manufacturers that sell coatings specifically designed for PVC trim and mouldings. These paints are typically referred to as “vinyl safe” or “heat reflective.”

If you’re going to paint the product a darker color, consult the paint manufacturer for the LRV (light reflective value). Painting our cellular PVC product with paints darker than 56 to 0 (zero being Black) on the LRV scale voids any warranty.

No priming is necessary. However, the finish quality is greatly enhanced if you use a premium, 100% acrylic latex paint for trim with a built-in primer. In addition, a primer may be required under the paint manufacturer’s warranty.

Always follow the paint manufacturer’s instructions. To prep for painting, we recommend your product should be clean, dry and free of dirt, grease and/or any other surface contaminants. To improve adhesion, clean with a mild detergent or denatured alcohol and soft, clean rag or bristle brush.

Failure to adhere to manufacturer’s recommended guidelines for application of painted surfaces may void any paint manufacturer’s warranty.

Can I stain PVC mouldings?
Yes, but staining PVC mouldings takes a specialized base coat called “AWP SPQT Stainable Primer Wood Base Coat for Hard Surfaces.” Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations and note that specialty applications such as this are not covered by our warranty.

Can PVC be used as a structural component such as framing?
PVC cannot be used as a structural product in load-bearing applications. PVC boards must always be supported by wood or other structural materials.

What about installation?
Please refer to our contractor handbook for all related installation questions. It’s available on our website and is full of great tips, including:
- Fastening, cutting, routing our trim and mouldings
- Managing expansion and contraction
- Heat bending
- Storage and handling